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Abstract
We discuss how to interpret conflicting results obtained by the use of quantile regression
methods in growth regression tests of Î²-convergence hypothesis and the results obtained by
nonparametric methods. We show that the assumption of linearity may cause the
non-rejection of the Î²-convergence hypothesis by quantile regression. We also show that
using a nonparametric form of quantile regression, we can reject the hypothesis of
Î²-convergence and confirm the results of divergence and formation of convergence clubs.
We illustrate the discussion by using the conflicting results on convergence found in the
dataset of per-capita income of Brazilian municipalities between 1970 and 1996.
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1. Introduction
In the empirical study of economic growth and income convergence, the class of growth
regressions is a widely used tool. Introduced by Barro (1991), this regression assumes a
general form given by:
γi = βlog(yi,0) + ψXi + πZi + i:

(1)

where γi is the growth rate of the i-th economy i ; yi,0 is the initial income of i-th economy;
Xi contains explicative variables related to the growth model of Solow (1956) and Zi is a
set of variables that may affect the convergence process but are not directly related to the
model of Solow (1956) .
In this regression, the estimate of a negative β parameter, controlling for the effect of the
variables Xi and Zi, is indicative of a negative relationship between the initial income and
the growth rate of the economies, known as β-convergence hypothesis. This property,
derived from the decreasing returns from factors of production in the growth model of
Solow (1956) and Swan (1956) would imply convergence in growth rates, since economies
with higher initial incomes would have smaller rates of growth than those with lower
initial incomes.
There are some points to criticize about conclusions on β-convergence obtained from
estimating a negative parameter β in the equation (1). The first aspect is that there are
models of income divergence compatible with negative β, for example Azariadis and
Drazen (1990). Besides this compatibility between negative β and the possibility of
divergence, there are two other points of criticism related to the use of the growth
regression in the test of β-convergence hypothesis.
One basic criticism of growth regression is the possibility of Galton’s fallacy, as pointed
out by Friedman (1992) and Quah (1993), where a result of negative β may not indicate
convergence of growth rates but rather regression toward the mean. The second criticism,
as pointed out by Bernard and Durlauf (1996), is that the growth regression assumes an
implicit condition of homogeneity - all the economies must have the same rate of
convergence represented by the parameter β. Thus the process of formation of convergence
clubs (e.g. Quah (1997)), indicative of the existence of a group of convergent economies
and another group of divergent economies, cannot be captured by using this regression,
given the unique β for all economies in the sample.
2 – Quantile Regression Tests of Convergence
The methodology of quantile regression (Koenker and Basset (1978)) was pointed as a
possible solution to these two problems. Koenker (2000) argues that the methodology of
quantile regression allows surpassing the regression to the mean problem, corresponding to
Galton’s fallacy. Specifically, as the quantile regression allows heterogeneity in the
coefficients of the regression, there is a vector of parameters for each conditional quantile
of the dependent variable, in the case of convergence studies the growth rates of the
economies. With these two properties, the methodology of quantile regression would
permit capturing divergence and formation of convergence clubs. An example of
divergence would be a quantile regression where economies with higher growth rates

(higher quantiles) have a positive relationship with the initial income and economies with
lower growth rates have a negative β, which characterizes divergence as distinct
relationships with the initial income.
In a quantile regression, the objective function is directly formulated in terms of the
quantile of interest τ, minimizing the objective function:
n

minp ∑ ρτ ( y i − xi β (τ ))
β ∈R

(2)

i =1

where ρ is a loss function conditional to the quantile τ, with τ (0,1) . The loss function is
defined as ρτ(u) = u(τ -I(u < 0)), where I(.) is an indicator function, and u gives us the
difference between the observed value and the estimated value for each observation. The
minimization of the loss function given by (2) results in estimators for β̂ (τ), through the
expectations of ρτ(yi - xiβ(τ)) for each β(τ), allowing estimators for the conditional
quantiles, including the sample median as specific case. In convergence studies, the
objective function is analogous to the functional form of the regression (1) but formulated
in terms of conditional quantiles:
n

min p ∑ ρτ ( y i − β (τ ) log( y i , 0 ) − ψ (τ ) X i − π (τ ) Z i )

β ,ψ ,π ∈R

(3)

i =1

Analyses of convergence using quantile regression can be found in several articles: Mello
and Novo (2002) tests convergence using the Barro-Lee and Summers and Heston
datasets; Mello and Perrelli (2003) test the β-convergence hypothesis using quantile
regression in Barro (1991) equations. Other articles using quantile regression to test
versions of the convergence hypothesis are Barreto and Hughes (2004) and Miles (2004).
In this article, we use the same database already studied in Andrade et al. (2003), Andrade
et al. (2004) and Laurini et al. (2005), an example of conflicting results about the
hypothesis of convergence obtained using different methodologies.
In the study of Andrade et al. (2003), quantile growth regressions were estimated using
per-capita income for Brazilian municipalities1. In this study, the regression estimates for
quantiles (.10,.25,.50,.75,.90) result in the same negative betas by using OLS. According
to the authors, quantile regression is more robust evidence in favor of β-convergence
hypothesis.

3 – Conflicting Results and Nonparametric Quantile Regressions
However, analyses of the same dataset using nonparametric methodologies and Laurini
et al. (2005), point to evidence against the hypothesis of β-convergence and in favor of the
hypothesis of formation of convergence clubs. The question is how to interpret these
conflicting results, since the use of quantile regression would have to surpass the existing
1 The sample contains the per capita income of the Brazilian municipalities in 1970 and
1996, contemplating 3781 observations. For a detailed description of this dataset see in
Andrade et al. (2004).

limitations in the OLS estimate of growth regression, allowing the formation of
convergence clubs to be identified.
The point of our article is to show that the non-rejection of the β-convergence hypothesis
in Andrade et al. (2003), is caused by the linear functional form assumed in the estimate of
the growth regression using quantile regression. The assumption of a linear relationship
between each quantile of the growth rates and the initial income may cancel all the
potential advantages of using quantile regression for convergence analysis if this
functional form is incorrect. This problem can also contaminate all studies using linear
forms in quantile regression to test convergence.
To demonstrate this proposition, we replace the linear functional form in the quantile
regression with a nonparametric form of quantile regression known as quantile smoothing
spline (e.g. Bosch et al. (1995); Koenker (2005)). This methodology consists of estimating
the following function:
n

min ∑ ( y i − g ( X i )) 2 + λ ∫ ( g ,, ( X i )) 2 dx
g∈R

(4)

i =1

where g can be any curve; Xi is the explicative variable, and λ is a smoothness parameter
for the adjustment, controlling the trade-off between minimization of the residual and the
roughness of the adjustment. This problem has a solution2 based on the use of cubic
splines to estimate the unknown function g.
This methodology allows us to relax the linearity assumed traditionally in the convergence
studies with a nonparametric estimation, where each conditional quantile can have a
nonlinear relation with the initial income. It is a generalization of the methodology of
smoothing splines used in Andrade et al. (2004), which allows us to join the benefits of the
nonparametric estimation with the robustness properties over Galton’s fallacy and the
heterogeneity of parameters for each conditional quantile derived from the quantile
regression methodology.
We estimate the unconditional growth regression (without the inclusion of the control
variables) using the described methodology of quantile smoothing spline in equation (4),
for the data set of per capita incomes of the Brazilian municipalities studied in Andrade
et al. (2003), Andrade et al. (2004) and Laurini et al. (2005). We estimate the
nonparametric growth regression3 for quantiles (.01,.05.10,25,.50,.75,.95,.99) and show
the estimated results in Figure(1).
We can observe that by using the methodology of quantile smoothing splines it is possible
to visualize the divergence process clearly. The estimated nonparametric curves show an
interval of points where the curve has a positive trend, i.e., a positive relationship with the
initial log incomes per capita between 7 and 8 (approx. US$ 1100 and US$ 3000), which

2 See Hardle (1990) for details
3 The results for linear quantile estimation can be found in Andrade et al. (2003).

corresponds to the values of intermediate incomes in the sample. For the initial lower and
higher incomes, the general behavior is a negative relation with the initial income.
This behavior of convergent lower and higher incomes and divergent intermediary
incomes is consistent with the process of formation of convergence clubs obtained by
Andrade et al. (2004) and Laurini et al. (2005) for this data set. These results confirm that
the problem of using quantile regression in the study of processes of divergence and
formation of clubs is related to the linearity assumption, being basically a problem of
incorrect specification of the functional form.

4 – Nonlinear Dependence
To clarify the dependence process between the growth rate and the initial income, we
make nonparametric estimate of the dependence function between the empirical quantiles
of growth rates and initial income. To construct Figure (2), we transform the values of the
studied variables in terms of their empirical quantiles, and after we estimate the quantile
smoothing spline for these transformed variables. The estimated curves directly measure
the dependence function between the quantiles of growth rate and the initial income. It
should be pointed out that this is a nonparametric method to estimate a Copula function. A
Copula is a dependence function that links univariate margins to construct the full
multivariate distributions4. Estimating the quantile smoothing spline for each possible
quantile, we are able to capture nonparametrically the full dependence process, without the
imposition of any functional form.
In this formulation, the nonlinear dependence is still more evident. Figure (2) clearly
shows that the divergence process occurs in quantiles between .4 and .6 of the initial
income, with a positive relationship with the initial income, which gives support to the
hypothesis of convergence clubs.
To verify the superiority of the nonparametric quantile smoothing splines over the
parametric linear quantile regression, we use the Generalized Likelihood Ratio test
introduced by Fan et al. (2001). This test allows us to compare parametric and
nonparametric functional forms, using a generalization of the likelihood ratio principle.
The test statistic derived from Fan et al. (2001), and used in our article is in the form:

GLR =

T SQR − SQIR
2
SQR

(5)

where SQR is the residual sum of squares of the restricted model (the linear quantile
regression) and SQIR is the residual sum of squares of the unrestricted model (the quantile
smoothing spline) and T is the sample size. Under regularity conditions it is possible to get
the asymptotic distribution of test or then to derive the finite sample test distribution using
bootstrap. We get the empirical p-values through the procedure of conditional bootstrap
detailed
in
Fan
and
Yao (2003),
carrying
the
test
for
quantiles
(.01,.05.10,25,.50,.75,.95,.99). Table (1) show that the null hypothesis of equality between
the parametric and nonparametric models is rejected by all the quantiles except the
4 See Nelsen (1999) for details

extreme quantiles. This fact indicates that the imposition of a linear parametric form is
rejected in favor of the nonparametric fit, which again gives evidence in favor of the
divergence and formation of convergence clubs.

5- Conclusions
The analysis carried out in this article strengthens the basic point analyzed in depth in
Durlauf et al. (2005), about the difficulty in analyzing the empirical models studied and
their relation with the functional forms proposed by the theoretical models. Durlauf et al.
(2005) points out the difference between the linear functional forms derived from the
growth models of Solow (1956) and the necessity of nonlinear functional forms in
endogenous growth models as in Romer (1986) or Lucas (1988). The overall result is that
an incorrect functional form can cancel all the potential robustness properties of
econometric methods like the quantile regression method.
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Figure 1: Non-Parametric Quantile Growth Regression

Figure 2: Non-Parametric Quantile Smoothing Spline - Quantile-Quantile Estimation

Table 1: Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test

Quantile
P-Value

.01
0.178

.05
0.004

.10
0.000

.25
0.000

.50
0.000

.75
0.000

.90
0.000

.95
0.003

.99
0.103

